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Item 7.01 Regulation FD Disclosure

VisualMED Clinical Solutions Corp. (the “Company”) announces that an initial license fee of $1.5 million will be paid to the
Company, as well as a royalty stream equal to 15% of gross sales from all revenue sources of its licensee Medical.MD.

Medical.MD of Montreal, Canada, holder of a master license to deploy the VisualMED interactive electronic patient record over
the web as a Personal Health Record for the internet community, has entered into the deployment phase of its web solution
based on VisualMED’s medical applications.

Medical.MD has entered into a marketing alliance with one of the world’s largest advertising agencies and will be seeking group
sales of subscriptions for its web based Personal Health Record.

Operationally, the website architecture, informatics services and web hosting is being outsourced to a leading provider of internet
information technology who brings to the task its global reach and marketing network.

Contractual obligations preclude the company from disclosing the names of the Medical.MD partners until certain benchmarks
have been met.

Medical.MD internet services are based on the same VisualMED medical expertise technology currently in use in cutting-edge
paperless hospitals in the United States and Canada. Medical.MD is currently in negotiations that could bring it tens of millions of
dollars in initial revenues through sales to large corporate buyers.
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